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Abstract: Time series forecasting and analysis are widely used in many fields
and application scenarios. Time series historical data reflects the change
pattern and trend, which can serve the application and decision in each
application scenario to a certain extent. In this paper, we select the time
series prediction problem in the atmospheric environment scenario to start
the application research. In terms of data support, we obtain the data of
nearly 3500 vehicles in some cities in China from Runwoda Research Institute,
focusing on the major pollutant emission data of non-road mobile machinery
and high emission vehicles in Beijing and Bozhou, Anhui Province to build the
dataset and conduct the time series prediction analysis experiments on them.
This paper proposes a P-gLSTNet model, and uses Autoregressive Integrated
Moving Average model (ARIMA), long and short-term memory (LSTM),
and Prophet to predict and compare the emissions in the future period. The
experiments are validated on four public data sets and one self-collected data
set, and the mean absolute error (MAE), root mean square error (RMSE), and
mean absolute percentage error (MAPE) are selected as the evaluation metrics.
The experimental results show that the proposed P-gLSTNet fusion model
predicts less error, outperforms the backbone method, and is more suitable
for the prediction of time-series data in this scenario.

Keywords: Time series; data prediction; regression analysis; long short-term
memory network; prophet

1 Introduction

Univariate and multivariate time series data forecasting (TSF) and analysis are widely available
in various fields of production and life, such as energy [1,2], environment [3], atmosphere [4], stock-
stock index finance [5], geographical and Physical Sciences [6], public health [7], Urban Power
and Transportation Field [8], Industrial Manufacturing and Production Field [9], Network, Cloud
and Internet of Things [10]. In recent years, atmospheric and environmental issues have become
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increasingly severe, and relevant policies and measures have been introduced one after another.
Environmental protection departments and related companies have gradually shifted their perspectives
to effective supervision and data mining and predictive analysis of the atmosphere, environment and
energy. Therefore, time series prediction models and algorithms that can adapt to higher dimensional
data sets in this field and can guarantee relatively high accuracy are the current focus of exploration
and research in this field, as well as the research focus of this article.

The traditional time series forecasting method fits the historical time trend curve by establishing
an appropriate mathematical model, and predicts the trend curve of the future time series according to
the built model. Common models include Auto-Regression Moving Average (ARMA), Vector Auto-
Regression (VAR), prophet, etc. [11]. Traditional time series methods rely on relatively simple data,
and only need historical time series trend curves to build a model, so it can be applied to a variety of
scenarios, and the model is more general. However, traditional time series forecasting methods often
only accept univariate [12], or often face the problem of lag, that is, the predicted value is several time
units later than the true value [13].

In order to improve the accuracy of prediction, machine learning algorithms and deep learning are
introduced into time series prediction. These methods select features that may affect the predicted value
according to specific application scenarios, introduce these features into the model, and apply machine
learning classification or regression models to perform forecast [14,15]. In order to extract features,
machine learning and deep learning methods require multiple dimensions of data. The prediction
accuracy is higher and the established model is more complex, but the model is often not general
enough. It is necessary to re-extract features and build models for different application scenarios. In
reality forecasting, machine learning and deep learning methods are often combined with traditional
time series forecasting methods, such as Liang et al. [16] combined with Prophet and support vector
regression (SVR) models to predict seasonal manufacturing time series demand. The hybrid Prophet-
SVR method is a fitting of machine learning and traditional methods. This method can not only
customize the influence of holidays and seasons, but also consider prediction residuals to improve
prediction accuracy. At the same time, deep learning methods and machine learning methods can
also be integrated and improved, such as Ma et al. [9,17] combining LSTM networks and support
vector machines (SVM) to perform power system data jumper faults forecast, focus on using the
LSTM network to obtain the time characteristics of multi-source data, and the performance in the
extraction of long-term time series features. In summary, see Tab. 1 for the classification of time series
data prediction methods.

Table 1: Classification of time series forecasting methods

Traditional time series forecasting methods Machine learning methods

Univariate time series
forecasting model

Multivariate time series
forecasting model

Machine learning
algorithm

Deep learning
methods

Auto-regression Vector auto-regression SVM
SVR

RNN
Improved LSTM

Moving average Vector moving average Bayesian network Seq2seq-attention
Auto-regression moving
average

Vector auto-regression
moving average

Random forest DeepAR

(Continued)
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Table 1: Continued
Traditional time series forecasting methods Machine learning methods

Univariate time series
forecasting model

Multivariate time series
forecasting model

Machine learning
algorithm

Deep learning
methods

Auto-regression intergrated
moving average

Prophet
fbprophet

Transfer learning CNN
Deep CNN
CNN-LSTM

Seasonal auto-regression
intergrated moving average

Ant colony
optimization-AR

WaveNet
Transformer

In the traditional multivariate time series forecasting model, the prophet algorithm can not only
deal with the case of some outliers in the time series, but also the case of some missing values [18],
and it can also predict the future trend of the time series almost automatically [19]. For machine
learning models, the application of the model needs to find specific methods for specific problems
[12], such as temperature prediction, whether the data has an obvious seasonal trend, whether there is
a gradual upward trend, etc. If the model can be constructed directly from the observed features, the
final prediction effect may be better than the complex sequence learning model. Among deep learning
methods, convolutional neural network models (CNN) can be applied to time series forecasting, and at
the same time, there are many types of CNN network models that can be used for each specific type of
time series forecasting problem. However, such methods often show problems such as not supporting
sequence input, large memory requirements, and omission of causal features of time series data [17].
Both LSTM and transformer are universal time series forecasting models. Although transformer is
more widely used in the field of natural language processing (NLP), it can still be used for time series
forecasting, but different time series data have their own characteristics, such as financial time series.
The inherent laws of data and meteorological time series data are different, and a general sequence
learning model may not be able to obtain satisfactory results, especially when there is not enough
training data [20]. When the amount of data is not large, combining feature engineering and applying
ensemble learning or transfer learning methods to obtain prediction results is better than directly
applying models such as LSTM [21]. When the amount of data is slightly larger, we should consider
using a priori using knowledge to modify the architecture of deep learning models such as LSTM and
Transformer can also obtain better prediction results [22].

As a variant of recurrent neural network (RNN), LSTM has better iterative and deep structure,
and adopts a special gated structure to overcome the shortcomings of RNN. With the improvement of
hardware performance and computing power, LSTM and its variants excel in time series forecasting.
Therefore, this paper proposes a deep learning framework for multivariate time series prediction that
combines Prophet and improved LSTM units, named P-gLSTNet. Expect this model to outperform
traditional or general models like LSTM, ARIMA, and Prophet.

2 Methods and Materials
2.1 Prophet Model

Prophet is a model for time series characteristics and change laws that was open sourced by
Facebook in 2017 [16]. It is a data prediction tool based on Python and R languages. The two
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most critical points in the application of Prophet are the complexity of data and the evaluation
of prediction results. The advantage of this model is that Prophet can fit seasonality by modifying
seasonal parameters, and fit trend information by modify trend parameters, fit holiday information
by specify holidays, etc. The essence of the model is an auto-additive regression cyclic structure model
composed of four components, as shown in Fig. 1 below. Different trends of the time series are fitted
with different parts, and the whole time series model is formed after superposition. The curve fitting
is optimized based on L-BGFS to obtain the maximum a posteriori-estimate of each parameter.

Figure 1: Schematic diagram of the prophet model structure

From previous experimental research, the Prophet algorithm is based on the fitting of decomposed
time series (that is, traditional methods) and machine learning methods. The time tasks used for
prediction often have the following characteristics: reflecting in certain data samples of relatively
stable frequency with a relatively fixed frequency in the time period; reflecting the stable and repeating
general seasonal changes or other changes; reflecting the unknown and irregular mutation of holidays;
reflecting the rational existence of missing data and data Abnormal; reflecting a situation that exhibits
a reasonable change in trend; reflecting a trend that exhibits a linear or non-linear growth curve, or may
reach a natural limit or saturation. Based on the above characteristics, the model focuses on two key
points to make up for the limitations, missing values and flexibility of traditional time series models
in the data processing process. Its core is to analyze various time series data characteristics such as
periodicity, trend, holiday effect, seasonality and so on. The satisfaction of the trend term is achieved
by linear piecewise fitting, and mutation points can be added manually or automatically selected by
an algorithm; the satisfaction of the periodic term can be achieved by using Fourier series to establish
a periodic model, its basic form is expressed as (1):

y (t) = g (t) + s (t) + h (t) + εt (1)

Among them, g(t) is a trend function, which is used to analyze aperiodic changes in time series;
s(t) represents periodic changes, such as a year or a week; h(t) represents the impact of accidental
factors at special time nodes, ε is a random fluctuation, which represents the error effect that the
model does not consider.

(1) Trend term: Trend growth in the Prophet model is similar to racial growth. Facebook employs
a modified logistic growth model, where the saturation value changes dynamically over time,
and the growth rate also changes with the relevant factors, its basic form is expressed as (2):

g (t) = C (t)

1 + exp
(− (

k + a (t)T
δ
) · (

t − (
m + a (t)T

γ
))) (2)

where C(t) is the time-varying saturation value (carrying capacity), k + a(t)Tδ is the time-varying
growth rate, and (m + a(t)Tγ ) is the corresponding bias setting parameter, δ is the change in growth
rate at the turning point.
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(2) Periodic term: The Prophet model constructs a periodic model by introducing Fourier series,
and its basic form is expressed as (3):

s(t) =
N∑

n=1

(
ancos

(
2πnt

P

)
+ bnsin

(
2πnt

P

))
(3)

where P is the period length of the time series, N represents the number of periods, and an, bn are the
parameters to be estimated.

Compared with other time series models, the main advantage of the Prophet model is that it can
flexibly adjust the periodic trend to meet the assumption of trend items in the experimental process;
it can accommodate the diversity of data forms, and accommodate irregular intervals and missing
values; it can be fitted quickly; it can have good modifiability, allowing analysts to improve its internal
parameters.

Taking a common time series scenario as an example, black represents the original time series
discrete points, the dark blue line represents the value obtained by fitting the time series, and the light
blue line represents a confidence interval of the time series. This is the so-called reasonable upper and
lower bounds. What prophet does is:

(1) Step1: Enter the timestamp and corresponding value of a known time series;
(2) Step2: Enter the length of the time series to be predicted;
(3) Step3: Output future time series trends.
(4) Step4: The output result can provide necessary statistical indicators, including fitting curve,

upper bound and lower bound. It is also possible to increase seasonal processing. As shown in
Fig. 2 below, the right side is the fitting curve for adding seasonal addition and multiplication
processing.

Figure 2: Examples of time series forecasting algorithms based on prophet

2.2 Long and Short-term Memory (LSTM) Model

Compared with RNN, LSTM can solve the problem of gradient disappearance and gradient
explosion, but it is still not a more ideal unit structure [23]. Gate recurrent unit (GRU) merged the
forget gate and the input gate into one “update gate”. At the same time, the unit state and hidden state
were merged, and some other changes were made. The resulting model is simpler than the standard
LSTM model and has been widely used. Using the improved ideas of GRU, comparing and optimizing
the prediction models and methods of multivariate time series data, the neural network with improved
LSTM unit is selected to build the prediction model. First of all, in the traditional LSTM cell, the
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input gate, forget gate and output gate all add the unit state information at the previous moment, so
that the unit state information is fully utilized in the “gate”, and the input ratio is obtained according
to the forgetting ratio [24].

Figs. 3 and 4 show the structure of the LSTM unit and the LSTM chain before and after the
improvement. Where Xt is the input value, ht is the output value, tanh and σ (Sigmod) are the activation
functions, and × and + represent the forget gate, input gate and output gate in the unit structure.
Design a more efficient long and short-term memory neural network unit by improving the correlation
function and the state of the “gate”, thereby optimizing the logic architecture of the LSTM layer of
the neural network.

Figure 3: Improved LSTM unit structure diagram (The picture on the left is before improvement, and
the picture on the right is after improvement)

Figure 4: Improved LSTM chain structure (The top picture is before improvement, the bottom picture
is after improvement)
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LSTM input gate, output gate and forget gate protect and control cell state. The improved LSTM
unit flows to the next unit containing the input data at the current time, the output of the hidden layer
at the previous time, and the unit state from the previous time, and then the data is mapped to 0 to 1 by
using the activation function (Sigmod). The expression of the forget gate is as described in formula (4).

ft = σ
(
Wf · [Ct−1, ht−1, xt] + bf

)
(4)

The output result of formula (5) is between 0 and 1, which represents the rate of forgetting. Then
the input ratio can be constructed from this forgetting ratio. The expression of the input gate is as
described in formula (5).

it = 1 − ft (5)

Then the new data expression for adding candidates is expressed as formula (6).

C̃t = tanh (WC · [Ct−1, ht−1, xt] + bC) (6)

Since the input ratio and the new candidate data are known, the new unit state can be obtained,
expressed as formula (7).

Ct = Ct−1 + it ∗ C̃t (7)

The input gate represents the data flowing out of all input states after transformation, expressed
as formula (8).

ot = σ (W0 · [Ct−1, ht−1, xt] + b0) (8)

Since the status of the unit and the data of the output gate have been updated, the output of the
hidden layer can be obtained at this time, as described in Eq. (9).

ht = ot ∗ tanh (Ct) (9)

2.3 Prophet-LSTM Combined Model Construction

In order to progress the two tasks in this application scenario and perform accurate and efficient
predictive analysis of high-dimensional time series data in existing datasets, this chapter constructs
and proposes a P-gLSTNet fusion model. The fusion model mainly consists of three parts:

(1) A data input module for forming a high-dimensional data flux N ∗ T ∗ F;

In order to clarify the structure of gLSTNet constructed in this article, the data input situation
should also be clarified. The constructed high-dimensional data flux is a data cube based on multiple
samples and multiple features at different moments after adding the time axis, as shown in Fig. 5.
The high-dimensionality mentioned is a high-order matrix of N ∗ T ∗ F. The first dimension of the
dimension N ∗ T ∗ F is the number of samples, the second dimension is time, and the third dimension
is the number of features. The high-dimensional data throughput in this experiment is 90 ∗ T under
ideal conditions.
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Figure 5: High-dimensional data flux feature map

(2) gLSTNet and prophet modules trained in parallel;

The prediction model of gLSTNet constructed by the improved LSTM unit is divided into input
layer, hidden layer and output layer, the model structure is shown in Fig. 6. The input layer and output
layer are both set to 9-dimensional attribute input and output that conform to the characteristics of
the dataset. In subsequent experiments, the 9-dimensional output plus the fully connected layer can
be considered as input at the next moment. The gLSTNet constructed in this paper contains 3 hidden
layers. At T = 1 and T = 2, its structure is similar to an ordinary BP network. After unfolding along
the time axis, the hidden layer information H, C at the previous moment will be Transfer to the next
moment, that is, the time axis transfer. Where H represents the state of the hidden layer, and C is the
merged update gate. From the perspective of the network structure, the constructed gLSTNet requires
high-dimensional data input and output flux. See the next section for the dimensional analysis.

Figure 6: The gLSTNet neural network structure diagram

(3) A module for weighted combination output based on the Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO)
algorithm;

Time series data contains a lot of uncertain information, and the forecasting effect of applying
a single model is often not very satisfactory [25]. Therefore, in order to improve the accuracy of
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prediction, the LSTM and prophet models are combined. In multiple regression, multiple linear
regression analysis is performed. Common methods for solving regression parameters include least
square method, gradient descent method and newton method, etc. However, these methods involve
a large number of matrix calculations and the calculation speed is slow. Compared with genetic
algorithm (GA) and ant colony algorithm (ACO), the PSO algorithm has the characteristics of
simplicity and efficiency, fewer parameters, and faster convergence speed [11]. Therefore, this paper
uses PSO algorithm to determine the weight coefficients of the combined model [26]. And the PSO
algorithm is used to solve the combination coefficients of the two models to increase the speed of the
solution and give full play to the advantages of the combined model.

The PSO algorithm is different from other methods of solving regression parameters. It regards
the combination coefficients (α, β) as a particle, and randomly initializes multiple particles. Each
particle updates the optimization equation through its own position and its own speed. The optimal
solution is closer. As mentioned above, the weight is adaptively adjusted, so the weight here will change
with the change of the particle fitness value. For example, formulas (10) and (11) are expressed as:

vi (k + 1) = wvi (k) + c1r1 (pi − xi (k)) + c2r2

(
pg − xi (k)

)
(10)

xi (k + 1) = xi (k) + vi (k + 1) (11)

Among them, vi, xi(k) are the velocity and position of the particle, respectively; c1, c2 are the
acceleration terms that move to the particle’s historical optimal position pi and the current optimal
position of all particles pg factor; r1, r2 are random factors between 0–1; w is the inertia factor, which
is the inertia of the particle’s previous movement direction in the current movement direction.

Its overall framework is shown in Fig. 7:

Figure 7: Schematic diagram of the structure of the P-gLSTNet fusion model

2.4 Experimental Dataset

The monitoring data of the self-collected data set comes from the high-emission vehicle installed
in each actual working condition. The hardware monitoring terminal device integrated with the sensor
is integrated on each vehicle. In this study, the data monitoring and analysis platform is used to
realize remote monitoring, which is designed and developed on the basis of public cloud service
software and hardware resources to monitor and manage the massive and multi-source non-road
mobile sources generated in a fixed period. A structured database of multi-dimensional heterogeneous
emission data, which forms a data resource library after preprocessing the collected monitoring data
from multiple terminals. The purpose is to allow users or analysts to intuitively perceive real-time
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dynamic information through a large amount of data visualization, and to grasp hidden time clues
through these time-series information [27].

The monitoring data comes from the integrated sensor monitoring device installed on each high-
emission vehicle operating under actual working conditions. By integrating the sensor control unit,
concentration acquisition module, Beidou positioning module, wireless communication module, and
power management module packaged inside the sensor body, it is convenient to collect exhaust
emission factors such as particles and nitrogen oxides in real time during the actual engineering
operation of the vehicle. The convenience of exhaust gas monitoring is improved, and the On Board
Diagnostics (OBD) reserved interface set on the upper surface of the sensor body is integrated to
facilitate access to the OBD interface according to the needs of the vehicle circuit connection. The
integrated sensor sends data back to the data platform every 30 s. We select the data in the time
interval from 0:00:00:00 on January 1, 2021 to 23:59:59 on October 31, 2021. Through screening, a
table containing 64 data is prepared for univariate time series data prediction. Each data table records
the working data of one vehicle. The 64 vehicles are located in the urban or suburban areas of Beijing.
The emission data can be used as a sample. A data set representing a total of 1,289,807 pieces of data
in Beijing’s pollution samples was recorded as dataset1; for multivariate time series data prediction, a
data table containing 10 data tables was prepared, and each data table recorded the working data of
one vehicle. The cars are distributed in Bozhou, Anhui, a data set with a total of 247,244 data, denoted
as dataset2.

We choose 9 monitoring features as input data, namely speed, Diesel Particulate Filter (DPF)
differential pressure, DPF post pressure, DPF pre-temperature, DPF post-temperature, urea level,
front NOx, rear NOx, PM. The following Fig. 8 shows an example of time series data contained in
the data table in the data set, which is the time series data information of non-road mobile machinery
emission of vehicle S95112 from January 1, 2021 to October 31, 2021.

Figure 8: From January 1, 2021 to October 31, 2021, time series data of emissions from non-road
mobile machinery (Vehicle S95112)
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Based on the research field of this paper, this paper also selects 4 public datasets for progress
experiments. The source of the dataset is the University of California, Irvine (UCI) machine learning
public dataset. The details of the self-collected dataset are shown in Tab. 2. The table clarifies that
the data and characteristics are weather data and pollution emission data related to air quality, all of
which are multivariate time series and are suitable for multiple regression analysis tasks. The specific
contents are:

(1) The Air Quality Data Set [28] contains responses from gas multi-sensor installations deployed
on-site in Italian cities, hourly response averages, and gas concentration reference records from
certified analyzers.

(2) Beijing PM2.5 Data Set [29] contains hourly PM2.5 data from the US Embassy in Beijing. At
the same time, it also includes the meteorological data of Beijing Capital International Airport.

(3) PM2.5 Data of Five Chinese Cities Data Set [30] includes hourly PM2.5 data for Beijing,
Shanghai, Guangzhou, Chengdu and Shenyang; at the same time, it also includes meteoro-
logical data for each city.

(4) Beijing Multi-Site Air-Quality Data Set [31] contains 6 main air pollutants and 6 related
meteorological variable values collected every hour at multiple sites in Beijing.

(5) The self-collected Non-road mobile machinery exhaust emission time series forecast data
(NrMM-TSF) is collected and organized by relying on the characteristics of 9 types of
monitoring attributes of the subject.

Table 2: Dataset description

Dataset name Type of data Type of task Property type Quantity Number of
properties

Year

Air quality
Data set [28]

Multivariate
Time-series

Regression Real 9358 15 2016

Beijing PM2.5
Data data set [29]

Multivariate
Time-series

Regression Integer
Real

43824 13 2017

PM2.5 data of
Five Chinese cities
data set [30]

Multivariate
Time-series

Regression Integer
Real

52854 86 2017

Beijing
Multi-site
Air-quality
Data data set [31]

Multivariate
Time-series

Regression Integer
Real

420768 18 2019

NrMM-TSF Multivariate
Time-series

Regression Integer
Real

600000+ 9 2022

3 Experiment

The key work in this section is to conduct time series prediction experiments based on four models,
namely ARIMA [32], LSTM [33,34], Prophet [16] and the P-gLSTNet proposed in this article, and
explain the performance indicators and parameter settings. Modeling steps based on the combined
model of LSTM and Prophet:

Step 1: Use the average method to fill in the small part of the missing data in the data, combining
the data trend of the past month and the data of the same period of each quarter;
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Step 2: Normalize the raw data processed in step 1, so that the range of the training data is as small
as possible. Then use formulas (4)–(9) to train and predict the time series {Xt} to obtain the predicted
value Lt of the LSTM model;

Step 3: Log processing the raw data processed in Step 1, to make it conform to the normal
distribution as much as possible. Then use Eqs. (1) to (3) to train and predict the time series {Xt},
and obtain the predicted value Pt of the Prophet model;

Step 4: By constructing the fitness function Q(θ), the predicted value of the combined model is
as close to the real value as possible, and the coefficients α and β of the combined model are solved
by the PSO algorithm [32];

Step 5: Combine the prediction results of the two models to obtain the combined model prediction
value Xt = αLt + βPt.

The combined training parameters are set to convert the time series data into a supervised learning
problem in a development environment, and apply the improved LSTM model to the training set
(60%), test set (30%) and validation set (10%). Obtain various specific parameters under a single model,
and set the time series data of the input vector dimension according to the forecast demand; apply
prophet to the data set after log processing respectively, obtain various specific parameters under a
single model, and set according to the forecast demand Set the time series data of the input vector
dimension, the trend term is an improved logistic growth model, the period term is the Fourier series,
and the fitting function is the Fit function.

3.1 Evaluation Index

There are various evaluation systems and evaluation indicators for time series data prediction. The
simplest evaluation method is to use the image fitting degree method. The test result and the input data
curve are drawn on the same data graph, and then the fitting degree of the test result and the input data
curve is observed to judge. The simplicity of this method is considerable, but it is relatively general,
and the objectivity of the results cannot be clearly reflected by non-numerical results. Therefore, this
paper evaluates the performance of P-gLSTNet and related comparison methods by combining the
three prediction evaluation indicators of mean absolute error (MAE), root mean square error (RMSE)
and mean absolute percentage error (MAPE) [35].

Mean Absolute Error (MAE) is the average of all absolute errors.

MAE = 1
n

n∑
i=1

|fi − yi| (12)

Root Mean Square Error is the square root of the ratio of the square of the deviation between the
predicted value and the true value to the number of observations.

RMSE =
√

1
n

(fi − yi)
2 (13)

The formula for Mean Absolute Percentage Error is as follows.

MAPE = 1
n

n∑
i=1

∣∣∣∣ fi − yi

yi

∣∣∣∣ (14)

Among them, fi represents the prediction result, and yi represents the input data. The evaluation
is carried out by calculating the average absolute error, root mean square error and relative error of
multiple pairs of prediction results and input data respectively.
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3.2 Parameters
3.2.1 Time Series Length and Forecast Hours

Through the analysis of the experimental data set, we can conclude that the length of the time series
and forecast hours are determined by the sample target ratio. In this article, a 4:1 ratio is used [36,37].
In four different time series forecasting models, we designed four sets of experiments by changing the
length of the time series. The length of the time series is chosen to be 1000 h.

3.2.2 Learning Rate

The learning rate is a hyperparameter that controls the degree to which the model is changed
according to the estimated error each time the model weight is updated [38,39]. An appropriate learning
rate is essential to find the optimal weights of the model [40]. The learning rate is small, the training
process is long; the learning rate is large, the training process is unstable. In this paper, the initial
learning rate is set to 0.01, and it is automatically adjusted during the training process. At the same
time, the gradient descent Adam [41] will be used to optimize the model of part of the LSTM.

3.2.3 Parameters in P-gLSTNet Model

There are still several parameters to be determined in the model. The number of units in the
module and the fully connected module represents the dimensionality of the output data. Through
experiments, setting the number of neurons in the input layer to 8, the hidden layer to 1 layer, the
number of neurons to 128, and the hidden layer activation function to RELU function. The activation
function is the basis for the artificial neural network to extract and learn complex features [42]. These
functions can bring nonlinear characteristics to the network, so that the model can adapt to various
data [43]. Relu and Tanh are the two most commonly used activation functions. In general, Relu has a
wider range of applications and better performance. It works best when using Relu on a fully connected
layer. Model optimization is the process of using optimization algorithms to adjust hyperparameters
to minimize the cost function [44,45]. A good optimization algorithm can speed up the training process
and even get better results. In our experiment, the Adam algorithm with the fastest convergence rate is
used. Other parameters are determined through experiments. Epoch is set to 100, 200, 500, 1000, the
batch size is 10000 h, and the ratio of training set, validation set and test set is 6:3:1.

3.3 Analysis of the Result

In order to prove the superiority of the model, four algorithms of ARIMA, Prophet, LSTM and
fusion model P-gLSTNet are used to conduct four experiments with different time series lengths on
four public datasets and one self-collected data. The prediction performance of the four methods on
each dataset is shown in Tabs. 3–7.

Table 3: Performance evaluation data table of 4 methods on self-collected datasets

NrMM-TSF

Model category RMSE MAE MAPE

ARIMA 4.73 22.36 18.6
LSTM 3.74 14.02 22.6
Prophet 4.05 16.43 13.2
P-gLSTNet 2.92 8.57 4.3
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Table 4: Performance evaluation data table of 4 methods on public datasets (a)

Air quality data set

Model category RMSE MAE MAPE

ARIMA 5.15 26.54 26.8
LSTM 3.98 15.85 15.55
Prophet 4.06 16.45 16.01
P-gLSTNet 2.91 8.46 9.3

Table 5: Performance evaluation data table of 4 methods on public datasets (b)

Beijing PM2.5 data set

Model category RMSE MAE MAPE

ARIMA 4.73 22.36 19.1
LSTM 3.74 14.02 15.6
Prophet 4.29 18.43 17.24
P-gLSTNet 3.28 10.77 9.86

Table 6: Performance evaluation data table of 4 methods on public datasets (c)

PM2.5 data of five Chinese cities data set

Model category RMSE MAE MAPE

ARIMA 4.73 22.36 20.1
LSTM 4.36 19.02 17.6
Prophet 4.27 18.2 16.2
P-gLSTNet 2.93 8.57 11.36

Table 7: Performance evaluation data table of 4 methods on public datasets (d)

Beijing multi-site air-quality data set

Model category RMSE MAE MAPE

ARIMA 5.45 29.66 26.64
LSTM 4.06 16.5 19.6
Prophet 3.89 15.13 15.24
P-gLSTNet 3.05 9.32 11.1

As analyzed previously, ARIMA performed the worst of the four time series prediction models
when faced with multivariate and long-term dependencies. On the self-collected dataset, when the
time series length processing is integrated to 1000 h, the RMSE, MAE and MAPE of the predicted
results reach 4.73, 22.36 and 18.6, respectively, which are much higher than the 2.92, 8.57 and 4.3
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predicted by the fusion model P-gLSTNet. The results show that, consistent with the previous studies,
the traditional prediction model based on ARIMA is not suitable for time series data prediction in the
fields of atmosphere and energy environment.

Compared to ARIMA’s model, the fusion model P-gLSTNet outperforms other experimental
models on every metric we use, followed by LSTM and Prophet. When the time series length and
prediction hours are set to 1000 h, the RMSE, MAE and MAPE values of the two backbone models
reach 3.74, 14.02, 22.6 and 4.05, 16.43, 13.2, respectively, which are the best prediction results in all
experiments. As the ratio of time series length to forecast hours increases, although the advantage of
the fusion model P-gLSTNet gradually diminishes, it still outperforms ARIMA, LSTM and Prophet
models.

Such good and bad performances are also shown on the other 4 public datasets. In order to visually
display the prediction results of the model, we randomly selected the predicted value of 1000 h to
compare with the actual monitoring value.

As shown in Tab. 8, based on the results of the combination coefficient solution, it is found that
when the adaptive prediction reaches the optimal solution, the fusion model in this scenario accounts
for the main proportion of the gLSTNet prediction results, and the Prophet model plays an important
role in complementing and improving it. Combined with the weight coefficients, the optimal solution
of the corresponding dataset can be given to predict the time series data P-gLSTNet, which also shows
that the model can be used for migration applications under similar research. Therefore, in the next
stage, it will be extended horizontally to other datasets to verify the robustness of the model.

Table 8: Optimal combination coefficient result data table of fusion model on 5 datasets

P-gLSTNet combination factor

Dataset α β

Air quality data set 0.6544 0.4103
Beijing PM2.5 data set 0.9236 0.3503
PM2.5 data of five Chinese cities data set 0.7515 0.2890
Beijing multi-site air-quality data set 0.8256 0.2678
NrMM-TSF 0.7116 0.3015

Based on the good time series data characteristics, the pressure difference item in the multi-
dimensional attribute is selected for the prediction process. The pressure difference also represents
the difference between the front pressure and the back pressure of the DPF, which can characterize
the working intensity of the hardware terminal equipment and facilitate the supervision of operation
and maintenance. To verify the prediction accuracy of the model, you can see the comparison effect
of the fitting degree, as shown in Figs. 9a–9d. Combined with data fitting and feature trends, it will
play an important role in further analyzing the prediction accuracy of the fusion model and iteratively
optimizing the model.
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From the fitting effect of ARIMA prediction results, it can be seen that the accuracy of this method
is poor. In the range of 1000 h of densely integrated data, short-term multiple fluctuations cannot
be well fitted, and it cannot cope with a single long-term downward fluctuation. The reason is because
the method requires that the time series data is stable, or is stable after being differentiated. In addition,
the method can only capture linear relationships by nature, but not nonlinear relationships. Most of the
time series data in the scene in this paper are nonlinear and do not exist in isolation. In addition, the
semantic relationship between sensors needs to be explored in the next step.

From the fitting effect of LSTM prediction results, it can be seen that the accuracy of this method
is poor. In the range of 1000 h of densely integrated data, short-term multiple fluctuations can be
properly fitted, and a single long-term falling fluctuation can be handled, but peaks in short-term
time intervals are lost. This result shows that the use of LSTM and its variants needs to consider the
appropriate time interval span, and the network is very deep, so this is also the focus of future work.
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From the fitting effect of Prophet’s prediction results, it can be seen that the accuracy of this
method is better. In the range of 1000 h of densely integrated data, short-term multiple fluctuations
can be properly fitted, and a single long-term falling fluctuation can be well handled, but a certain
amount of peaks in short-term time intervals are lost. Confirms the extensive evaluation of Prophet-
efficient but imprecise, and will use this method for model checking in subsequent experiments.

Figure 9: Comparison of actual and predicted values of the model (Vehicle S92010) (a: ARIMA,
b: P-gLSTNet c: LSTM, d: Prophet)

From the fitting effect of P-gLSTNet prediction results, it can be seen that the accuracy of this
method is the best among the four methods. In the range of 1000 h of densely integrated data, multiple
short-term fluctuations can be properly fitted, and a single long-term downtrend can be dealt with,
only missing peaks in a small number of short-term time intervals. The backbone of the P-gLSTNet
model comes from the LSTM method and the Prophet method, which enables it to make full use of
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the advantages of the Prophet and long short-term memory networks. The model prediction accuracy
is higher.

4 Conclusion

Aiming at the problem of data supervision and prediction analysis of non-road mobile source tail
gas high emission, this paper studies the algorithm of time series data prediction and analysis. Based
on two innovation points, theoretical research and experimental verification have been progressed:

(1) The self-collected data set NrMM-TSF is constructed, which is the first actual data set in China
under the actual working conditions of non-road mobile sources;

(2) The fusion network model P-gLSTNet is proposed. By improving the LSTM unit and Prophet
to train separately and make a weighted combination output, the two can fully pay attention to
the long-term, short-interval, trend and periodic data in the scene, and it can be well adapted to
the high-dimensional data throughput of the self-collected dataset NrMM-TSF in experiments.

This paper explicitly focuses on time series visualization and time series forecasting. The exper-
iments are supported by the fusion model of the improved artificial neural network method and the
traditional time series forecasting method. The experimental results serve the application scenario of
high-emission vehicle exhaust pollution emission prediction and supervision. Through the analysis
and mining of the periodicity, trend, data anomalies and jumping rules of the time series data set, it is
possible to realize the improvement or development of air pollution control of high-emission vehicles
in Beijing, Bozhou and other places for a period of time. Trend prediction can well serve the supervision
and decision-making of the government and relevant environmental protection departments.

First of all, in terms of data sets, this research has made important accumulation and exploration,
which is also an important innovation point. Relying on practical engineering topics, research
objects such as non-road mobile machinery and high-emission vehicles that are closely related to the
production and life of important domestic cities, dynamically and real-time collection of time series
data sets that can be continuously maintained and enriched-Application in the fields of atmosphere,
energy and environment. But the downside is that from the attribute value of the exported data table,
the expected 10-dimensional attribute is not achieved. This is mainly due to the fact that many sensors
under actual working conditions have not yet been connected to the central control unit to start
working, resulting in the lack of data dimension. From another perspective, it can be expanded in
the future.

Secondly, in terms of fusion algorithms, this research, based on the review of different time
series data forecasting methods in various application scenarios, combines Prophet, LSTM model
and PSO algorithm, and proposes a P-gLSTNet time series forecasting model, which can make
full use of Prophet and LSTM. The advantage is that the prediction accuracy of the model is
significantly improved on the basis of good response to data missing, mutation, abnormal mutation
factor, seasonality and trend. The shortcoming of experimental verification is that under the multi-
dimensional attribute, the training and predictive analysis are not enough, and the comparative
analysis with traditional and other general or non-general models is insufficient.

In the next stage of work, we will continue to improve the comparative experiments on the
LSTM variant by combining various general models or advanced algorithms, and try to introduce the
attention mechanism and Transformer to improve the model; we will continue to collect and improve
self-built time series datasets, and expand research, to transfer the data preprocessing method to other
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fields, so that the deep learning method can be better applied to the fields of atmosphere, energy and
environment.
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